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Abstract

Background: The determination of microbial communities using the mothur tool suite (https://www.mothur.org) is well
established. However, mothur requires bioinformatics-based proficiency in order to perform calculations via the
command-line. Galaxy is a project dedicated to providing a user-friendly web interface for such command-line tools
(https://galaxyproject.org/). Results: We have integrated the full set of 125+ mothur tools into Galaxy as the Galaxy mothur
Toolset (GmT) and provided a set of workflows to perform end-to-end 16S rRNA gene analyses and integrate with
third-party visualization and reporting tools. We demonstrate the utility of GmT by analyzing the mothur MiSeq standard
operating procedure (SOP) dataset (https://www.mothur.org/wiki/MiSeq SOP).
Conclusions: GmT is available from the Galaxy Tool Shed, and a workflow definition file and full Galaxy training manual for
the mothur SOP have been created. A Docker image with a fully configured GmT Galaxy is also available.
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Findings
Introduction

A 16S rRNA gene profiling analysis can be achieved using an ex-
tensive array of sophisticated software including mothur [1], QI-
IME [2], MG-RAST [3], and many more [4]. While some of these
applications have a graphical user interface to provide access to
these technologies for the research scientist, their use remains
complex for non-bioinformaticians. In this respect, the Galaxy
project [5] was developed in order to simplify the use of complex

command-line software tools. Galaxy offers extensive support
for both 16S rRNA gene-based and broader metagenomic anal-
yses, with more than 100 tools in the metagenomics section of
the Galaxy tool shed, including QIIME [2], Krona [6], PyNAST [7],
PICRUSt [8], Kraken [9], MetaPhlAn2 [10], HUMAnN2 [11], PrinSEQ
[12], Nonpareil [13], Vegan [14], and many more.

mothur is an open-source application that was designed as
a single piece of software capable of analyzing and comparing
microbial communities from 16S rRNA gene data derived from
next-generation sequencing (NGS). The creators of mothur did
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not only provide an extensive set of tools but also a collection
of standard operating procedures (SOPs) that detail the recom-
mended analytical protocol for different types of input data.

The latest version of mothur consists of more than 125 com-
ponents, lending it great flexibility but, at the same time, great
complexity. To address this challenge, we have integrated the
full set of 125+ mothur components into Galaxy that are col-
lectively called the ”Galaxy mothur Toolset” (GmT). To sim-
plify usage of GmT, we provide the full workflow definition
files, usage of which shields the end user from the full com-
plexities of the analysis. By simultaneously providing access to
all the individual components present in mothur as separate
tools, expert users and bioinformaticians retain the ability to
utilize the full flexibility of mothur by creating custom work-
flows or by modifying or extending our workflows to fit their
use-case.

GmT also leverages Galaxy’s collections framework to enable
easy analysis of large numbers (many thousands) of samples
at once. Many mothur components support parallel computing,
and the Galaxy tools will utilize the maximum amount of pro-
cessing power allotted to them by the instance administrator
(Supplementary data S2). As part of GmT, datatypes were also
contributed to the Galaxy core codebase to facilitate the han-
dling of mothur-specific datatypes within Galaxy. Furthermore,
a Galaxy data manager was also created for the automatic in-
stallation and configuration of reference datasets utilized by the
mothur tool suite. Last, a Galaxy interactive environment (GIE)
[15] for Phinch [16] was also developed [17].

GmT includes tools to produce standard file formats, such
as the Biological Observation Matrix (BIOM) format [18], to facil-
itate interoperability with these downstream analysis compo-
nents. Where no clear file standards exist, GmT provides cus-
tom tools for conversion of mothur datatypes to other tools (e.g.,
the taxonomy-2-krona tool). This allows for integration with
third-party tools such as PICRUSt for prediction of functional
content or visualization tools such as Phinch, Krona, and cer-
tain QIIME components (Supplementary data S1). The mothur
tools also natively support incorporation of some third-party
analysis tools such as UCHIME and ChimeraSlayer for chimera
detection or VSEARCH for clustering, which are also available
in GmT.

The Galaxy Training Network (GTN) [19] is a network of peo-
ple and groups that present Galaxy and Galaxy-based training
around the world. The GTN has created a central repository [20]
for Galaxy training materials. In order to further facilitate the
use of GmT to end users, we have contributed training materi-
als to the GTN that illustrate how to run mothur’s MiSeq SOP
within Galaxy [21]. This work has also been incorporated in a
larger-scale framework to easily and quickly explore microbiota
data in a reproducible and transparent environment [22].

Purpose of this work

The work performed and described in this technical note has
four objectives. First is to provide end users and bioinformati-
cians with easy access to all the mothur tools as the GmT. Sec-
ond is to provide open-access online training material to demon-
strate/complete the mothur SOP in Galaxy. Third is to deliver an
end-to-end workflow for the mothur SOP in Galaxy that is avail-
able for upload to any Galaxy that has the GmT installed. Fourth
is to provide a summarization of results in a web report using
the iReport Galaxy tool [23]. Our aim is to provide 16S rRNA gene
NGS analysis tools and awareness on how to use them in a for-
mat that supports FAIR data principles [24].

Worked Example

To illustrate the utility of our toolkit, we present results on ex-
ample data below. GmT is designed to take short-read 16S rRNA
gene NGS data as input and to output a dynamic web report
for prokaryotic taxonomical classification using the Galaxy plat-
form. A GmT workflow follows essentially a four-step process:

(1) Data upload. The Galaxy platform provides the users with
standard data upload functionality for single and multi-
sample datasets.

(2) Collection creation. For multi-sample and/or paired-end
datasets, a Galaxy collection must be created in the Galaxy
interface. Here, datasets can also be assigned to groups.
Galaxy will make intelligent suggestions for pairings of
datasets based on the file names.

(3) 16S rRNA gene analysis. mothur has been wrapped as
a tool suite in Galaxy. Required steps included for a full
”end-to-end” 16S rRNA gene sequencing analysis consist of
read-pair merging (mothur command: make.contigs), trim-
ming of primer sequences (trim.seqs), additional quality con-
trol (screen.seqs), alignment of sequences to a (customized)
reference alignment (align.seqs, screen.seqs), removal of
chimeric sequences (chimera.uchime), classifying sequences
using a Bayesian classifier in combination with a reference
database such as SILVA or GreenGenes (classify.seqs), and
clustering of sequences into operational taxonomic units
(OTUs) at a predefined percentage, usually 97%, of similarity
(dist.seqs, cluster, and classify.otu) (Fig. 1).

(4) Experimental summary and reporting. iReport in combina-
tion with Krona is used to deliver an HTML report in Galaxy
[6]. The iReport consists of multiple tabs to group results
topically (e.g., taxonomy, rarefaction, diversity, quality con-
trol) and is highly customizable and easily tailored to an
end user’s specific use-case. The entire report may be down-
loaded from the Galaxy interface to be viewed or shared of-
fline.
To compare the output from a single experiment or across
multiple experiments, we utilized Phinch [16], a dynamic web
application that uses BIOM-formatted files to explore and an-
alyze biological patterns in 16S rRNA gene NGS datasets.

Methods
Handling large datasets

Large-scale analyses have become the norm in the field, both
large in disk space as in the number of files, and this can pose
a challenge for analysis. For large files, Galaxy offers the option
of uploading via FTP rather than web transfer. The introduction
of the concept of ”collections” in Galaxy has enabled users to
analyze datasets consisting of a large number of files (>100 K)
as easily as they would a single file.

Galaxy mothur toolset

Many mothur components support parallelization, and our
Galaxy wrappers will run these components with the maximum
number of CPUs allotted to them by the Galaxy administrator.
In order to diagnose potential failures, Galaxy outputs the full
standard and error logs, which the users can inspect. Further-
more, we have contributed mothur datatype definitions to the
Galaxy core code, meaning that the users will be protected from
inputting the wrong datasets and thus reduce the number of er-
rors they will make with the tools. All tools in GmT use only
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Figure 1: Conceptual view of the GmT mothur MiSeq SOP pipeline.

conda dependencies, making their installation in Galaxy a pain-
less experience that requires nothing more than a single press
of a button.

The mothur tool wrappers have been submitted to the In-
tergalactic Utilities Commission (IUC) tool repository [25] and
are available from the Galaxy Tool Shed [26]. The IUC is a group
of community members dedicated to developing and upholding
Galaxy tool development best practices and guidelines. Thus, by
contributing our tools to this repo, we ensure that the tools will
be well maintained. A metagenomics Galaxy flavour [27] that
contains all components presented here is available. The full
mothur suite has also been installed to Galaxy’s main server [28].

Krona visualization

Krona [6] is a data viewer that provides the ability to interactively
explore hierarchical data. A Galaxy Krona wrapper that works
directly on mothur data formats was developed for this project.

Phinch visualization

Galaxy offers integration with Phinch [16] BIOM format viewer in
two ways: as a GIE developed in the context of this project [17]

and, more recently, as an external display application hosted by
the Galaxy team.

iReport summarization

To facilitate the evaluation of 16S rRNA gene sequencing analy-
sis results, integration with the iReport [23] tool is also provided.
This tool creates a web report to present the analysis results in
an organized fashion and provides links to external resources
such as Basic Local Alignment Search Tool searches (Fig. 2).

Availability of source code and requirements
� Project name: Galaxy mothur Toolset (GMT)
� Project home page: https://github.com/erasmusmc-bioinfo

rmatics/galaxy-mothur-toolset
� Toolshed repository: https://toolshed.g2.bx.psu.edu/view/iu

c/suite mothur/768c2e48b706
� Training manual: https://galaxyproject.github.io/training-m

aterial
� GmT Docker image: https://quay.io/shiltemann/galaxy-mo

thur-toolset:16.07

https://github.com/erasmusmc-bioinformatics/galaxy-mothur-toolset
https://toolshed.g2.bx.psu.edu/view/iuc/suite_mothur/768c2e48b706
https://galaxyproject.github.io/training-material
https://quay.io/shiltemann/galaxy-mothur-toolset:16.07
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Figure 2: Example iReport. This web report contains the interactive Krona vi-

sualization, the (multi-sample) operational taxonomic unit table, rarefaction
plots, diversity calculations, differential abundance analysis, and an extensive
overview of the quality-control measurements taken during the analysis. iRe-
ports are highly customizable and can be easily tailored to fit specific use-cases

and end-user needs.

� Galaxy Metagenomics Docker Flavour (Docker): https://quay.i
o/repository/shiltemann/galaxy-metagenomics, https://gith
ub.com/shiltemann/galaxy-metagenomics

� Phinch interactive environment: https://github.com/shiltem
ann/phinch-galaxy-ie

� Operating system(s): Unix (Platform independent with
Docker)

� License: GNU GPL v3

Availability of supporting data

The data presented here to illustrate our work are the same
data used in the training manual and is available from Zen-
odo [29]. Code snapshots, benchmarking data, and example re-
port files are also available in the GigaScience GigaDB repository
[30].

Abbreviations

BIOM: Biological Observation Matrix; GIE, Galaxy interactive en-
vironment; GmT, Galaxy mothur Toolset; GTN, Galaxy Train-
ing Network; IUC: Intergalactic Utilities Commission; NGS: next-
generation sequencing; OUT: operational taxonomic unit; SOP,
standard operating procedure.
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